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MICHAEL BRAND is a Product Manager at Juni, where

he is building and automating the company’s anti-financial
crime defences, including anti-money laundering (AML)
screening, transaction monitoring, and customer risk
scoring. Juni’s operational team relies on Salv to support
its day-to-day activities.
In this case study, we will talk in a bit more detail about
how Salv bridges the gap between safety and speed for
Juni’s growing customer base, and why, a year later, our
relationship really shows how far we have come.

The challenge: improving in-house
risk-scoring & monitoring defences
Michael Brand, Juni:
When building and improving our risk scoring process, we saw the need
to leverage an external AML solution to effectively navigate what can be
challenging waters, and Salv stood out to us.
When we first built our in-house risk scoring tool, we were mostly using
manual database queries, and our Business Intelligence tool. The process
was based on customer risk scoring factors, but clearly it wasn’t satisfactory
for us as a FinTech that takes its regulatory responsibilities seriously. It was
a largely manual process, which made it difficult to take full control and
have full oversight of data collection, data entry and analysis.
All of the above applied to our transaction monitoring as well. It was a
manual process and it was not scalable long-term, and we were not able to
properly analyse the performance of our transaction monitoring system.

The solution: powerful and
modular AML platform
We were looking for a powerful, configurable, and modular AML platform with
a flexible interface and straightforward functionality. Salv checked all the boxes
on our list.
•

Effective communication and support.
From the start, we were presented with a coordinated and aligned roadmap,
our communication was effortless and nearly instantaneous thanks to the
amazing support from Salv. We communicated mostly on Slack, and our
questions were always met with professionalism and friendliness.

•

Secure and auditable processes.
Joining forces with Salv gave us a platform with proper user access rights.
Salv provided us with a secure and auditable risk scoring and transaction
monitoring process, where we can better assess and manage customer risk,
as well as add, test, and change transaction monitoring rules.

•

Tangible and immediate results.
There are a few more things worth mentioning about Salv Monitoring.
Because it’s so easy to analyse rule performance and change rules
accordingly, we were able to cut the number of false positive alerts almost
in half. Access to historical data allowed us to significantly reduce
alert handling time.

•

High level of customisation.
Salv Risk Scoring enables us to consider a fair level of complexity: we can
easily modify risk factors and access all changes in the system, including
the changes in the customer portfolio. We can maintain a normal distribution
of low-, medium-, and high-risk customers. Uncovering high-risk patterns
became a lot easier because now we can easily adjust thresholds to
different risk levels. We are also able to use the customer risk scoring in our
transaction monitoring which allows us to be more specific in the monitoring
of our customers.

With Salv, we can move at greater speed and scale our operations enabling more
customers to access our financial platform.

Integration with Salv: a smooth
and positive experience
The technical integration of Salv Risk Scoring took us about two weeks,
while integrating Salv Monitoring continued for four weeks. Integration
times can vary widely, depending on how many products you are
integrating, and your level of preparedness.
For us, pulling data together from multiple sources and normalising the
data fields was a bit of a struggle. Homogenising the data took longer
than we expected, but once it was done, there were no more obstacles
in the process.
All things considered, I would describe our integration with Salv as a
smooth, positive experience.
It’s useful to have a partner who’s on the same page and shares the
same commitment. With Salv, we are making real progress and we have
confidence in our future success.

Salv gives you confidence and makes you realise that AML compliance
can support, rather than hinder, your business’ growth. With Salv, you
can make informed decisions that benefit both your customers and your
business, while complying with ever-changing legislation.
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